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*1 Startrite tilt arbour table saw, serial no. 17522366, 
with Nederman flexible extractor pipe, and various 
spare blades - 3 phase

*2 Dominion 10" model Elliot woodworker machine 
no. 1668 - 3 phase

*3 Cooksley CTJ 12" planer thicknesser , serial no. 
46892 - 3 phase

*4 Cooksley morticer - 3 phase

*5 Cooksley band saw, model 12094 with 18" throat

*6 Clarke 8" double end pedestal grinder - 240v

*7 Pinnacle floor standing pedestal drill, model 
PD26F, max. cap. 30mm, serial no 295, year 
1989 - 240v

*8 Progress NU2G bench mounted pedestal drill, 
machine no. 135541

*9 Low steel workbench with Record 75 vice, 900 x 
600mm

*10 Dust extractor with steel pipe work to workshop

*11 Large commercial extractor.
Please note the viewing and collection site for this 
is The Shropshire Star, Waterloo Road, Telford, 
TF1 5DT. Viewing strictly by appointment by 
contacting Rick Wadsworth on 07396 107346 for a 
permit.
Collection : By appointment following the 
submission of a risk assessment and method 
statement for removal and  proof of insurance

*12 One pair of sash cramps

*13 One pair of sash cramps

*14 One pair of sash cramps

*15 One pair of sash cramps

*16 One pair of G clamps

*17 One pair of G clamps

*18 Three various sized sash cramps

*19 Six drawer unit to include contents - bolts, etc,

*20 Remaining contents of room to include racks and 
contents - wooden off cuts and boards

*21 Six shelves to include stair nosing, shelf mounts 
and various metal components 

*22 One pair of feed rollers, 670mm high

*23 Woodworkers bench with record 52 vice, 76" x 
26.5"

*24 Woodworkers bench with Record vice, 2700 x 
760mm

*25 Contents to wooden rack

*26 Component parts for a scaffold tower 
approximately 1310mm wide with four wheels and 
cross braces

*27 Component parts for a scaffold tower 
approximately 790mm wide with four wheels, 
cross braces and staging

*28 Aluminium scaffold components 

*29 Blank Lot

*30 Pinnacle floor standing drill, model PD-26F, max. 
cap. 30mm, serial no. 294, year 1989 - 240v

*31 Draper bandsaw, max. cap. round 4.5", 
rectangular 4 x 6" - 240v

*32 Sip 6" double ended pedestal grinder - 240v

*33 Metal workbench with Record No. 4 vice

*34 Two pipe vices - one bench mountable and one 
mobile

*35 Rigid manual pipe handler 1-2"

*36 Rigid manual pipe threader, model 141

*37 Manual pipe bender and Record No. 202 pipe 
cutter

*38 Hilmor pipe bender with a quantity of various sized 
dies

*39 Staffa hydraulic pipe bender with a quantity of 
various sized dies

*40 Two pipe wrenches

*41 A quantity of hand tools to including spanners, 
pliers, sockets, etc

*42 Parts washer - 240v

*43 Three various stands and two roller stands

*44 Metal cupboard and contents to include cutting, 
grinding and sanding discs, etc

*45 Contents to two cupboards to include plumbing 
spares, rubber gaskets, etc.

*46 Rack and contents to include alkathene pipe, 
steel and plastic pipe, etc.

*47 Grundfoss CR 13-10 pump - 240v

*48 Contents to workbench to include Linbins and 
rack, hole saws and various spares

*49 A quantity of white goods to include fridges, 
kettles, etc. (Not tested, sold as viewed)

*50 Two metal pigeon hole units

*51 A large quantity of plastic pipe fixings and 
components 

*52 Two 110v extensions 

*53 Three 110v extensions 

*54 Three 110v extensions

*55 Three 110v extensions

*56 Three 110v extensions

*57 Three 110v 4-way splitters

*58 2 KVA 110v transformer

*59 3 KVA 110v transformer

*60 1.25 KVA 110v transformer

*61 2.25 KVA 110v transformer

*62 Avometer 8 multimeter

*63 Two tile cutters

*64 Ryobi 235mm circular saw
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*65 Bosch GSB 12 Ves-2 rechargeable drill - no 
charger

*66 Two 6" orbital sheet sanders and a Bosch 4" angle 
grinder

*67 Draper orbital sheet sander, Black & Decker hot 
air gun, electric planer and Bosch jigsaw

*68 Hilti TE14 SDS drill - 110v

*69 Fifteen hand planes - various profiles

*70 Two roofers slate rippers

*71 Four set squares and two 60" steel rules

*72 Triangle Minx 180 arc welder

*73 Cebora Dallas 80 arc welder

*74 Quantity of welding and brazing rods

*75 Gas welding set to include torch and regulators

*76 Ten 36" drain rods

*77 Seven 73" drain rods

*78 Sumo SMK362 PMP water pump,  2 Pipe and 20 
litre jerry can

*79 Quantity of 100 x 610mm sanding belts - various 
textures

*80 Blank lot

*81 Three carpet fitters tools

*82 Three 2 suction cups and a 3 cup lifting tool (4)

*83 Two Hawera tool belts

*84 Three JSP twin filter face masks

*85 Quantity of 240v block extensions

*86 Plasterers bath and three spades

*87 Five various old fire extinguishers

*88 Nine various fire extinguishers

*89 Nine various fire extinguishers

*90 Nine various fire extinguishers

*91 Nine various fire extinguishers

*92 Contents to two cupboards to include nails, 
screws, light bulbs, smoke sensors, etc.

*93 Three JSP folding safety barriers

*94 Two metal boxes 69cm x 48cm with hinged lids

*95 Two metal boxes and one wooden box with hinged 
lids (3)

*96 A quantity of partition components etc

*97 Two safety harnesses 

*98 Ten operators chairs

*99 Ten operators chairs

*100 Ten operators chairs

*101 Ten operators chairs

*102 Ten operators chairs

*103 Ten operators chairs

*104 Ten operators chairs

*105 Ten operators chairs

*106 A large quantity of fixings, cutting discs, vent 
covers, staples, tiles etc

*107 Two Veteran Series green metal five drawer units 
and contents to include door handles, hinges, 
brackets etc

*108 Two Veteran Series green metal five drawer units 
and contents to include brackets, fixings, nails etc

*109 Two Veteran Series green metal five drawer units 
and contents to include castors, door locks and 
fixings etc

*110 Double door cupboard and contents to include 
handles, lock, hinges etc

*111 Two double door cupboards and contents

*112 Four two drawer filing cabinets

*113 Three multi drawer units and contents

*114 A multi bin unit and contents various plumbing 
components

*115 A quantity of various building consumables 

*116 Two brown metal four drawer vintage filing cabinets 
(one by Chubb)

*117 Blank lot

*118 A grey metal double door cupboard and contents, 
togeher with fixings on windowsill 

*119 A quantity of wire

*120 Remaining contents of room excluding paperwork 
and WEEE items

*121 Two white porcelain (possibly Royal Doulton) 
circular six tap factory washing stations/sinks with 
top soap dispensers, approximately 108cm x 
140cm

*122 An Epco Hydraulic crane S/N 25845 SWL 
20CWTS

*123 Sixteen bays of light storage racking consisting of 
twenty three uprights and seventy seven shelves 
213cm x 92cm x 34cm (H x W x D)

*124 A mobile trolley 108cm x 86cm

*125 A large pin board with map of South Staffordshire 
254cm x 160cm (8'4" x 5'3")

*126 Falcon Dominion MK11 gas hot plate

*127 A Blue seal model 656 6 ring gas cooker with gas 
oven 

*128 A Blue seal model 656 6 ring gas cooker with gas 
oven 

*129 Dualit belt toaster on stand 240v

*130 Falcon Salamander electric grill 240v on stand

*131 Lincat double basket deep fat fryer 240v 

*132 Hobart HX405 dishwasher with two drainers 278cm 
x 63cm

*133 Hobart meat slicer 240v 

*134 King Edward four compartment Bain-marie 

*135 Steel framed corner unit with stainless steel sink 
and drawer 150cm x 120cm x 60cm 

*136 Steel framed double stainless steel sink unit with 
shelf 182cm x 60cm
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*137 A steel framed double stainless steel sink unit 
182cm x 60cm

*138 A steel framed stainless steel topped preparation 
table with shelf 153cm x 62cm

*139 A steel framed stainless steel topped preparation 
table with sink and drawer 230cm x 146cm x 
60cm 

*140 An IMC food waste disposal unit 3 phase

*141 A Lincat stainless steel preparation table 180cm x 
65cm and small preparation table 120cm x 50cm 

*142 A steel framed stainless steel topped preparation 
table with shelf 183cm x 62cm with tin opener

*143 Two three shelf kitchen trollies

*144 A quantity of kitchen utensils, trays, bowls etc

*145 Three metal tray storage trollies

*146 A canteen display fridge with two shelves, W 
165cm x D 100cm x H 190cm 

*147 A canteen corner unit with plate warmer

*148 A canteen display fridge by Victor 200cm x 100cm

*149 Five canteen units to include tray holder, cashiers 
counter - half round and small unit

*150 A circular table, 106cm, and four chairs

*151 A table 120cm x 75cm and four chairs

*152 A table 120cm x 75cm and four chairs

*153 A table 120cm x 75cm and four chairs

*154 A table 120cm x 75cm and four chairs

*155 A table 120cm x 75cm and four chairs

*156 Nine canteen chairs

*157 Two ornate metal twin light lamp posts, British 
racing green, approximate height 248cm

*158 Sam45 ER-900 series Smart cash register

*159 Sam45 NR-500 series electronic cash register 

*160 A kitchen extractor hood 580cm x 108cm x 69cm 
approximately

*161 Blank Lot

*162 Blank Lot

*163 Blank Lot

*164 Blank Lot

*165 Blank Lot

*166 A double door cupboard and contents to include 
lubricants, cleaning sprays etc

*167 A quantity of various filters

*168 Five electric motors

*169 Four pneumatic actuators 

*170 Three electric motors with gear boxes and a heater

*171 A large quantity of various types of cables

*172 Four four drawer filing cabinets, a two drawer filing 
cabinet and a double door cupboard

*173 Two tap and die sets in wooden cases - one 
metric and one BSW

*174 Two micrometers - one 2-6" and one 6-12"

*175 A Regavolt variable transformer 0-270v

*176 A bench top surface plate 15" x 15"

*177 A 60" steel rule and two straight edges

*178 Four small multi drawer units with contents of 
nuts, bolts, washers, keyboard switchers etc

*179 Contents of two cupboards to include various 
pneumatic components, bearings etc

*180 Four small multi drawer units and contents

*181 Five small multi drawer units and contents

*182 A safety harness Ikar, fall Arrester, hand winch 
and ladder limb

*183 A quantity of various hand tools to include 
sockets, spanners, saws etc

*184 A Crabtree Loadstar electrical switch panel

*185 Various pneumatic tools and air lines

*186 Cupboard and contents to include various rolls of 
wire, electrical switches, transformers etc

*187 Contents of cupboard containing various toners, 
ribbons etc

*188 Three Harland Simon Intella 400 H4893P4597

*189 Ten Harland Simon Intella 400 H4893P4593

*190 Sixteen Harland Simon Intella 400 H4893P4074

*191 Five Harland Simon Intella 400 H4893P4596

*192 A large quantity of Harland Simon circuit boards 

*193 Two metal electrical enclosures

*194 Two Harland Simon processing modules 
H4893P4018 and an Intella 230 processing 
module H4893P4673

*195 Two Harland Simon processing modules in 
enclosers 

*196 Ten Harland Simon speed controllers

*197 Various electronic components to include >P 
DRIVE< MX plus, Chubb fire control panel, Denex 
LCC70, Laser copy counter etc

*198 A large quantity of electrical and electronic 
components

*199 Three 4 drawer, one 3 drawer and one 2 drawer 
filing cabinets (5)

*200 Two work benches each with three drawers and a 
cupboard, 180cm x 77.5cm

*201 Two work benches each with three drawers and a 
cupboard, 180cm x 77.5cm

*202 Two work benches each with three drawers and a 
cupboard, 180cm x 77.5cm

*203 Two work benches each with three drawers and a 
cupboard, 180cm x 77.5cm

*204 Three multi drawer units

*205 A quantity of light tubes and light fittings

*206 Avery L101 digital scales max load 60kg S/N 
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*207 TPS WP-81 PH-Lond-Salinity test kit, three other 
PH testers and two thermometers

*208 Two desks and OP chairs 120cm x 69cm 

*209 Two desks and OP chairs 150cm x 80cm 

*210 Two desks and OP chairs 150cm x 80cm 

211 A quantity of Wolves programmes and magazines

212 A quantity of Aston Villa programmes , magazines 
and books.

213 A quantity of miscellaneous football programmes 
and magazines.

214 A quantity of Cricket books.

215 A quantity of football books

216 A quantity of mixed sporting books to cover 
boxing, horse racing and golf.

217 Large hard back mid century editions of the Times 
Atlas of the World, volumes 1-5

218 A collection of books including Encyclopedias, 
History, Flags of the World and Atlases. 

219 A collection of books relating to War and Warfare

220 A collection of books including chronicles, 
encyclopedias and television.  

221 Local interest - a collection of books including 
books relating to the Midlands through time.

222 Local interest - a collection of books on the history 
of towns and cities in the Midlands including 
photographic books of the people through the ages.

223 Local interest - a collection of books relating to the 
people and the places of the Midlands through 
time.

224 Volumes 1-15 of Chambers Encyclopedias 
published in 1955.

225 Five cassettes language dictionaries including 
Italian, French, German, New Latin and 
Spanish/English

226 Volumes 1-23 plus index of Encyclopedia 
Britannica published in 1972.

227 Volumes 1-29 (missing volume 17) of the 
Encyclopedia Britannica published in 1989 plus 
two index books and one annual

228 Local interest - The Victoria History of the County 
of Stafford Volume XVII published by the Oxford 
University Press 1976, The Victoria History of the 
County of Stafford Volume XIV Lichfield published 
by the Oxford University Press 1990 and Paul 
Cheeseright WGS a history of Wolverhampton's 
Grammar School (3)

229 Vincent Orchard 'The Derby Stakes - A Complete 
History from 1900-1953', Maurice Golesworthy  
'The Encyclopedia of Boxing', The Football Who's 
Who 1935 (as seen) and The Liberal Year Book for 
1931 (as seen) (4)

*230 Volumes 1 and 2 of Concise Universal biography

*231 Volumes 1 and 2 of the Story of the Great War 

*232 § David Willams 'DAP' (British, b.1957), Billy 
Wright in Wolverhampton Wanderers strip holding 

the FA Cup, oil on hardboard, signed with 
monogram DAP,122cm x 61cm.
 
William Ambrose Wright CBE (1924-1994), one of 
Wolverhampton Wanderers legends spent his 
entire club playing career with Wolves, with over 
490 appearances. As club captain Wolves won the 
first division title three times in the 1950s as well 
as the FA cup in 1949.  He was capped over a 
hundred times by England including a number of 
World Cup games.  He captained England for 
ninety of those caps. He was also a manager of 
Arsenal in the 1960s and was married to Joy 
Beverley of the Beverley Sisters.
 
David Williams worked for the Express & Star from 
1983 until 2011, starting in the advertising 
department before moving to the editorial 
department and becoming Deputy Art Editor.  
During his time at Express and Star David, who 
signed his work with the monogram DAP, 
produced many caricatures and court drawings for 
press publication. The six Wolverhampton 
Wanderers paintings offered in the auction were a 
commission for Wolves and hung in their foyer in 
the 1990s.
 
§ This lot is subject to Artist's Resale Right (ARR)

*233 § David Willams 'DAP' (British, b.1957),  John 
Richards in Wolverhampton Wanderers strip, oil 
on hardboard, signed with monogram DAP,122cm 
x 61cm.
 
John Richards was born in 1950 and spent most of 
his playing career as a striker for Wolves with over 
370 appearances.  He broke the club's goal 
scoring record ending with over 190 goals to his 
name (all matches).  Capped once by England. 
 
David Williams worked for the Express & Star from 
1983 until 2011, starting in the advertising 
department before moving to the editorial 
department and becoming Deputy Art Editor.  
During his time at Express and Star David, who 
signed his work with the monogram DAP, 
produced many caricatures and court drawings for 
press publication. The six Wolverhampton 
Wanderers paintings offered in the auction were a 
commission for Wolves and hung in their foyer in 
the 1990s.
 
§ This lot is subject to Artist's Resale Right (ARR)

*234 § David Willams 'DAP' (British, b.1957),  Stan 
Cullis in Wolverhampton Wanderers strip, oil on 
hardboard, signed with monogram DAP, 122cm x 
61cm.
 
Stanley Cullis (1916-2001), another Wolves legend 
both as a player and manager with over 150 
appearances for Wolves and eleven international 
caps for England. He was manager of Wolves from 
1948 to 1964 when they won the FA Cup and the 
First Division 3 times with Billy Wright as captain. 
 
David Williams worked for the Express & Star from 
1983 until 2011, starting in the advertising 
department before moving to the editorial 
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department and becoming Deputy Art Editor.  
During his time at Express and Star David, who 
signed his work with the monogram DAP, 
produced many caricatures and court drawings for 
press publication. The six Wolverhampton 
Wanderers paintings offered in the auction were a 
commission for Wolves and hung in their foyer in 
the 1990s.
 
§ This lot is subject to Artist's Resale Right (ARR)

*235 § David Willams 'DAP' (British, b.1957),  Rev'd 
Kenneth Hunt in Wolverhampton Wanderers strip, 
oil on hardboard, signed with monogram 
DAP,122cm x 61cm.
 
The Reverend Kenneth Reginald Gunnery Hunt 
(1884-1949) played for Wolves 1907-1910 as a 
right half.  He had five international caps for 
England and was also part of the Great Britain 
football team that won the Olympic gold medal in 
1908.
 
David Williams worked for the Express & Star from 
1983 until 2011, starting in the advertising 
department before moving to the editorial 
department and becoming Deputy Art Editor.  
During his time at Express and Star David, who 
signed his work with the monogram DAP, 
produced many caricatures and court drawings for 
press publication. The six Wolverhampton 
Wanderers paintings offered in the auction were a 
commission for Wolves and hung in their foyer in 
the 1990s.
 
§ This lot is subject to Artist's Resale Right (ARR)

*236 § David Willams 'DAP' (British, b.1957),  Harry 
Wood in Wolverhampton Wanderers strip, oil on 
hardboard, signed with monogram DAP,122cm x 
61cm.
 
Harry Wood (1968-1951) played for Wolves 
between 1890 and 1896.  He was capped three 
times by England.
 
David Williams worked for the Express & Star from 
1983 until 2011, starting in the advertising 
department before moving to the editorial 
department and becoming Deputy Art Editor.  
During his time at Express and Star David, who 
signed his work with the monogram DAP, 
produced many caricatures and court drawings for 
press publication. The six Wolverhampton 
Wanderers paintings offered in the auction were a 
commission for Wolves and hung in their foyer in 
the 1990s.
 
§ This lot is subject to Artist's Resale Right (ARR)
 

*237 § David Willams 'DAP' (British, b.1957),  Peter 
Broadbent in Wolverhampton Wanderers strip, oil 
on hardboard, signed with monogram DAP,122cm 
x 61cm.
 
Peter Frank Broadbent (1933-2013) had over 490 

appearances for Wolves between 1951 and 1965 
scoring over 120 goals and winning major 
domestic honours.  He was capped seven times 
by England and played in the 1958 World Cup.
 
David Williams worked for the Express & Star from 
1983 until 2011, starting in the advertising 
department before moving to the editorial 
department and becoming Deputy Art Editor.  
During his time at Express and Star David, who 
signed his work with the monogram DAP, 
produced many caricatures and court drawings for 
press publication. The six Wolverhampton 
Wanderers paintings offered in the auction were a 
commission for Wolves and hung in their foyer in 
the 1990s.
 
§ This lot is subject to Artist's Resale Right (ARR)
 

*238 A black and white striped two piece suite by 
Chairs Ltd consisting of settee and chair plus oval 
glass chrome coffee table

*239 Two matching blue tub chairs plus small mirrored 
coffee table

*240 One double door steel cabinet

*241 A fifty four compartment pigeon hole

*242 An eighty compartment storage cabinet, excludes 
contents

*243 A cream/brown bookcase

*244 Honeywell mobile air conditioning unit

*245 Three white boards

*246 Two easel stands

*247 Dell monitor together with keyboard and mouse

*248 Dell monitor together with keyboard and mouse

*249 Dell monitor together with keyboard and mouse

*250 Dell monitor together with keyboard and mouse

*251 Dell monitor together with keyboard and mouse

*252 Dell monitor together with keyboard and mouse

*253 Dell monitor together with keyboard and mouse

*254 Assorted computer accessories - keyboards, 
mice. leads, etc.

*255 Two APC 16-way C13 power bars

256 Local interest - John S. Roper Historic Buildings of 
Wolverhampton, The Archers - The Official 
Comparison, The Book of The Century 
Wolverhampton Music Festival programme 1953 
and seven other books of local interest

257 Local interest - A collection of books relating to 
the Black Country

258 Local interest - A collection of books relating to 
the Black Country

*259 Blank Lot

*260 Blank Lot

*261 Three Sony HDV camcorder model HVR-Z1E with 
battery charger and spare battery
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*262 A collection of microphones wireless transmitters 
and a tripod

*263 MPS 2000 Modalite photographic lighting system 
with fluorescent lamp ballast unit for two lights, 
various poles etc

*264 Tascam 202 MK III twin deck tape units

*265 Two high back deep buttoned brown leather club 
armchairs in the Chesterfield style

*266 A large electrolier with strung synthetic crystal 
effect octagonal cut rosettes above circular metal 
ring fitted eight branch single light sconces and 
similar diamond waterfall effect below (crated), 
approximate dimensions 122cm x 73cm

*267 A six drawer medium brown wood plan chest 
mounted on legs, 120cm x 95cm

*268 A steel table 183cm x 80cm

*269 Blank Lot

*270 Nineteen electrical panel switches 

*271 3.34va 110v transformer 

*272 6kva 3 phase transformer 

*273 A quantity of rolls of wire 

*274 Seventeen boxes of network cable

*275 A quantity of Harland Simon Intells 400 and 310

*276 Contents of four cupboards to include various 
electrical fittings

*277 A large quantity of various air filters

*278 A quantity of fluorescent light fittings and diffusers 

*279 A quantity of fluorescent light tubes

*280 Two double door cupboards and contents to 
include light bulbs and 'D' light tubes

*281 Lin Bins, rack and metal unit and contents light 
bulbs, balusters etc 

*282 A quantity of various light tubes, diffusers etc

*283 Blank Lot

*284 Blank Lot

*285 Blank Lot

*286 A mobile hand pump petroleum spirit dispenser 

*287 A mobile pneumatic grease dispenser

*288 A straightset waste oil drainer with pneumatic 
drainage pump 

*289 Hilmor type EL3 pipe bender

*290 A Harvey and Frost floor standing manual 
workshop press

*291 Rozone PC510 bio-remedating part cleaner

*292 A pair of fork lift forks with Timotex LTD GSF1150 
attached scales

*293 Securikey safe box minor floor safe with key

*294 A quantity of quick release pipe fittings etc 

*295 A quantity of plastic pipe various sizes

*296 Three pressure gauges - two max pressure 1600 
11F/in², one max pressure 300 11F/in² and a 
quantity of RHD bearings 6005J RE5 

*297 A quantity of various sized taps and reamers

*298 A steel bench with cupboard drawers and two 
electrical points with Record IVO35 vice 180cm x 
76cm 

*299 A wooden topped bench with Record IVO35 vice 
150cm x 70cm

*300 A wooden topped bench with cupboard 153cm x 
72cm 

*301 A steel bench 120cm x 60cm

*302 Two 2m double door cupboards 

*303 Ferag STB-B1 conveyor 2.55m long S/N 5927 year 
1998

*304 Two bays of low pallet racking consisting of three 
uprights and eight beams 2.5m tall 

*305 Two bays of low pallet racking consisting of three 
uprights and four beams 2.5m tall x 2.7m wide

*306 Two bays of pallet racking consisting of four 
uprights, 6 beams and six wooden shelves 4m tall 
x 2.7m wide

*307 Four pallets of used light fittings

*308 A hydraulic power pack three phase

*309 Two forklight chargers, one Hawker time D 48v 
60amp and one Oldham Super Apex 24v 60amp

*310 A vintage wooden game bird cooler 94cm x 94cm 
external

*311 Airator attachment for Westward ride on mower 

*312 Sisis auto rotorake S/N 4501 with two spare 
attachments

*313 Lloyds Paladin 20" (50cm) cylinder mower with 
grass box

*314 John Deere JA62 rotary mower

*315 Makita EH561 2 stroke hedge trimmer with 60cm 
blade

*316 Sisis 107cm turf rake

*317 A wheel barrow and a quantity of garden tools to 
include rakes, long reach lopper, spade etc

*318 Scotts fertiliser spreader and various spare parts 
for Stihl blower vac's to include two new catcher 
bags

*319 Stihl safety helmet and Stihl RTS harness for long 
reach hedge trimmer 

*320 6 x 2 compartment personal lockers, 
approximately 200cm x 30cm per locker

*321 6 x 2 compartment personal lockers, 
approximately 200cm x 30cm per locker

*322 6 x 2 compartment personal lockers, 
approximately 200cm x 30cm per locker

*323 Blank Lot

*324 Blank Lot

*325 Blank Lot

*326 A small partners style desk 122cm x 54cm 

*327 A small floor standing display unit
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*328 A glass fronted display unit

*329 A small dresser style unit with ornate back

*330 A tall round side table with barley twist legs and 
plant stand 

*331 A red painted high back wooden armchair

*332 An eleven rung wooden ladder

*333 Three wooden stands for rolls of paper

*334 A mahogany box by R & S Garrard & Co to store 
a silver tea service (no contents) as seen 

*335 A two drawer metal filing cabinet

*336 A mobile wooden trolley with two leaves and 
drawer with small mirror

*337 A Goodman Xpro amplifier tuner with speakers and 
Sony DVP N/S 78H DVD player

*338 A pair of wooden trestles 

*339 A Bell and Howell filmosound cine projector, 
Morphy Richards electric heater, a small five 
drawer cabinet and clock with date display

*340 Blank Lot

*341 Blank Lot

*342 Blank Lot

*343 Blank Lot

*344 A large POS display of the front page of the 
Express & Star from Wednesday March 13 2000 
featuring the entry of American troops into the 
demilitarised zone between Kuwait and Iraq and 
the heads of Blair and Bush, approximately 199cm 
x 80cm, together with various montages of 
facsimile newspaper reports including the sinking 
of the Lusitania

*345 A pair of plywood advertising panels featuring a 
cartoon Express & Star football mascot, each 
approximately 90cm high

*346 Six folding stools

*347 Two black faux leather dining chairs

*348 Steel ten drawer plan chest, approximately 91cm 
high x 136cm wide x 93cm deep
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